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Abstract--In this paper, we show that in relational calculus some expressions with quantification 
are equivalent to expressions with participation constraints. This result leads to a simple way to 
express many common queries that are considered difficult. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is both commonly accepted and empirically verified that relational queries requiring universal- 
quantification or relational division or their equivalents are difficult for most people to comprehend 
and write [1,2]. E ven with the syntactic sugar supplied by QBE [3], SQL [4], and SQL extended 
specifically to support universal-quantification [5], universal-quantification queries remain elusive 
and hard for most people to express and read. For this reason, several researchers have sought 
for ways to render universal-quantification queries easy to construct and comprehend [6,7]. The 
approach of these researchers has been to use set comparison and set manipulation operators to 
replace universal quantification. 
In this paper, we attack the problem of simplifying universal-quantification queries from a 
different perspective. Instead of using set operators, we show how participation constraints can be 
used to represent a common class of universal-quantification queries. After formally establishing 
our results, we give several examples to show how queries can be simplified. 
2. CARDINALITY 
DEFINITION 1. If n is a nonnegative integer, S, = { 1,2,. . . , n}. When n = 0, S, is empty. 
DEFINITION 2. The cardinaliiy of a finite set A, denoted IAI, is the nonnegative integer n such 
that there exists a 1-1 function f : A -+ S, and there does not exist a l-1 function g : A -+ S,,, 
for some m < n. 
Note that, since we apply our results to queries for relational databases represented in devices 
with finite storage, we need only be concerned about finite sets. 
We now show that Definition 2 can be expressed in relational calculus. The clause “there exists 
a l-l function f : A -+ S,” can be expressed as follows. 
(3f)(f C A x S,, A (Va)(a E A + (3s)(s E S,, A (a, s) E f A (((a, s) E fA 
(a, s’) E f) a s = s’) A (((a, s) E f A (a’, s) E f) 3 a = a’)))) 
Hence, if N represents the set of nonnegative integers (0, 1,2,. . . }, we can express the definition 
for IAl as follows. 
{([AI, n) : n E N A (there exists a l-l function f : A + Sn) 
A(t/m)((mENAm<n)J~ (there exists a l-l function g : A + S,,,))} 
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3. PARTICIPATION CONSTRAINTS 
Participation constraints establish bounds on the number of times an element of a set S par- 
ticipates in a relation involving S. Participation constraints have been used in several different 
semantic data models [8-lo]. Usually, they express constraints that must be satisfied by model 
instances. Here, however, we use them as a selection condition to find the elements of a set that 
satisfy a given participation constraint. 
Notationally, we let R (A, B) b e a relation from A to B. When the context is clear, we write 
R in place of R(A, B). We write the converse of R(A, B) as RC(A, B) or RC when A and B are 
clear from the context. 
DEFINITION 3. For each a E A, we define R, = {(x, y) : (x, y) E R A t = a}. Clearly, 
% = {(a, Y) : (a, Y) E R]. 
DEFINITION 4. Let m and n be nonnegative integers with m 5 n. Let R be a relation from A 
to B. The set of elements that satisfy participation constraint m : n on A with respect to R is 
{x : z E A A m 5 lRzl < n}. 
In this paper, we consider the cases when m = n = IBI, when m = 1 and n = IBI, and when 
m = n = 0. These are the cases of interest because they relate to quantification. 
4. QUANTIFICATION 
4.1. Universal Quantification 
We first show that we can express universal quantification in terms of participation constraints. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a relation from set A to set B. Let S = {a : a E A A IROl = IBI} and 
let T = {Q : a E A A (Vb)(b E B A (a, b) E R)}. Then S = T. 
PROOF. To show that S E T, let a E S be fixed. Since a E S, a E A and lRIll = IBI. Since 
R, = {(a, y) : (a, y) E R(A, B)}, I{(a, y) : (a, y) E R(A, B)}I = IBI. Thus, since a is fixed, 
there are IBI distinct y’s. Since there are IBI distinct y’s, each of which is an element of B, we 
have (Vb)(b E B =+ (a, b) E Ru). S ince R, C R, we have (Vb)(b E B G- (a, b) E R), and since we 
also have a E A, a E T. 
To show that T c S, let a E T be fixed. Since a E T, a E A and (Vb)(b E B j (a, b) E R). 
Hence, (Vb)(b E B + (b,a) E Rz). But this defines a function f : B -+ A, namely f = Rz. 
Since the cardinality of any function is the cardinality of its domain, IRzI = IBI. Since IRal = 
IW IhI = PI, and since we also have a E A, a E S. 
4.2. Existential Quantification 
We next show that we can express existential quantification in terms of participation con- 
straints. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a relation from set A to set B. Let S = {a : a E A A 1 5 lRal _< IBI) 
and Jet T = {u:uEAA(~~)(~EBA(u,~)ER)}. ThenS=T. 
PROOF. To show that S E T, let Q E S be fixed. Since a E S, ra E A and 1 5 IRal 5 IBI. Since 
IRal 1 1, there is at least one ordered pair in R, of the form (a, z) such that c E B. Since 
R, c R, (a, x) E R. Hence, (3b)(b E B A (a, b) E R) and since we also have a E A, a E T. 
To show that T s S, let a E T be fixed. Since a E T, a E A and (3b)(b E B A (Q, b) E R). 
Since R, consists of those ordered pairs whose first element is a, R* includes (a, b). Hence, there 
is some b E B such that (a, b) E R,, which implies that IR.1 > 1. lRal 5 IBI follows from.the 
definition of R,. Since a E A and 15 lRol 5 IBI, a E S. 
4.3. Negation of Existential Quantification 
Finally, we show that we can express the negation of existential quantification in terms of 
participation constraints. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R be a relation from set A to set B. Let S = {a : a E A A IRS1 = 0) and 
letT={a:aEAA- (3b)(b E B A (Q, b) E R)}. Then S = T. 
PROOF. This proof is similar to those for Propositions 1 and 2, and so we omit it. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
Let us consider the database represented by the sets REGISTRANT and TUTORIAL and the 
relation between them, ATTENDS (REGISTRANT, TUTORIAL). Suppose we wish to know 
which attendees are registered for all tutorials, which attendees are registered for at least one 
tutorial, and which tutorials have no attendees registered for them. 
We can express the query “List the registrants who are registered for all tutorials” in relational 
calculus as 
{z : t E REGISTRANT A (Vy)(y E TUTORIAL + (2, y) E ATTENDS)}. 
According to Proposition 1, this expression is equivalent to 
{z : z E REGISTRANT A IATTENDS, = ITUTORIALI}. 
We can thus express this query by specifying the participation constraint ITUTORIALI: 
[TUTORIALI for REGISTRANT with respect to ATTENDS. 
We can express the query “List the registrants who are registered for some tutorial” in relational 
calculus as 
{z : c E REGISTRANT A (3 y)(y E TUTORIAL A (c, y) E ATTENDS)}. 
According to Proposition 2, this expression is equivalent to 
{z : 2: E REGISTRANT A 1 5 IATTENDS, 5 ITUTORIALI}. 
We can thus express this query by specifying the participation constraint 1:ITUTORIALI for 
REGISTRANT with respect to ATTENDS. 
We can express the query “List the tutorials for which no registrant is registered” in relational 
calculus as 
{z : t E TUTORIAL A - (3y)(y E REGISTRANT A (z, y) E ATTENDS’)}. 
According to Proposition 3, this expression is equivalent to 
{z : z E TUTORIAL A IATTENDS; = 0). 
Since we have the converse of the ATTENDS relationship set here, we place the participation 
constraint on the TUTORIAL side. We can thus express this query by specifying the participation 
constraint 0:O for TUTORIAL with respect to ATTENDS. 
In each of these examples, we have replaced a quantifier by a cardinality expression. This idea 
can also be reflected in the syntax of commercial database query languages. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we showed that some common relational calculus expressions with quantifica- 
tion are equivalent to relational calculus expressions with participation constraints. Our three 
propositions guarantee us that we can express quantification over the elements in a set with 
respect to a relation by participation constraints on the relations that involve easily expressible 
cardinalities. This allows us to state queries with quantification conveniently, both in relational 
calculus augmented by cardinality constraints and generally in database query languages. 
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